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WELCOME | CROESO

’ve been a journalist for
nearly three decades now
and when, in my formative
years, I worked in equestrian
magazines I was lucky
enough to interview many of
my childhood heroes, such as
showjumper John Whitaker
and event riders Lucinda
Green and Ginny Leng. But a
career highlight was when I
spoke to and wrote about an
incredible man you may
never have heard of.
He made a huge impact on
both myself and my husband,
Howard, who was taking the
pictures that day, for Ludlow
resident Jimmy James wasn’t
just a decorated war hero, he
was a real-life RAF prisoner of
war at Stalag Luft III, the camp
made famous by Steve
McQueen et al in the Hollywood
movie, The Great Escape.
As well as his story being
incredible to the point of

<<<

EDITOR Catherine Waterfall

almost unbelievable – he was
one of the few to actually
break free and survive – his
humility, kindness and dignity
was inspirational.
Much like our late Queen,
Jimmy never complained or
indulged in self pity, despite
experiencing deep and
lasting suffering from his
harrowing experiences in
World War II. In fact, for most of
his life, he found it too painful
to speak of the War, which
made us feel even more
privileged when he really
opened up about his past.
Autumn, of course, is the time
of year when we pause >
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to remember
all those who
fought for the
freedoms we
enjoy
today,
and while this
great man may
no longer be with
us, like his comrades he’ll
never be forgotten. It’s for this
reason we’ve decided to
revisit our feature, first
published back in 2004, when
we
recounted
Jimmy’s
incredible story. Turn to p.25
for a true war epic.
Autumn is also the time for
enjoying the fruits of the
season, and our autumn fungi
foray walks (p.58) and jamPUBLISHED BY
Border Publishing Ltd, Llwyn y Moel
Gau, Llanfyllin, Powys SY22 5JE
Registered in Eng & Wales No. 4773026
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making (p.41)
features will help
you do just that.
As
will
our
best seasonal
events (p.8).
Enjoy.

Catherine

“They shall grow not old, as
we that are left grow old;
Age shall not weary them,
nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the
sun and in the morning
we will remember them.”
(Laurence Binyon)

COPYRIGHT © All material strictly copyright, all
rights reserved. Reproduction without permission
prohibited. The views expressed in Welsh Border
Life do not always represent those of the publishers.
Every care is taken in compiling the contents, but
the publishers assume no responsibility for any
damage, loss or injury arising from participation in
or as a result of any offer, competition, advertisement
or information contained within Welsh Border Life.
All prices featured correct at time of going to press.
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difficult – very steep,
and very up and dow
n.
But then we were head
ing down in lovely
evening light. We coul
d see the southern
Shropshire Hills, and we
knew the next bit
Distance
would be flat… and we
ended up in a pub
177miles
in Montgomery, whic
h helped a lot!”
Walk Time
Regardless of whether
2-3 weeks
you’re super-fit and
Fastest Time want to run it in five days, complete the trail
63hr, 1m over a series of weekends, or just want to
Start Point take on a short taster walk, Offa’s Dyke
Path
Sedbury Cliff is here for all to enjoy. And give its
popularity,
nr Chepstow it’ll endure much longer than 50
years.
If the dyke itself can stick
Finish Point
around for more
Prestatyn than a millennium, there’s no reaso
n why its
Total Ascent accompanying trail can’t
either.
9,085m
For info on Offa’s Dyke
Path’s 50th
(Mt Everest cele
brations, visit www.nati
onaltrail.co.uk/
is 8,849m)
50thanniversary, or for
details about the
Highest Point
trail itself visit: www.nati
onaltrail.co.uk/
Hatterrall
offas-dyke-path
Ridge, 703m
Year Started
785 AD
(approx)
If you haven’t got the time
Year Trail
(or inclination) to tackle
the whole trail, here are a
Established
couple of shorter walks
to give you a taste of what
you’re missing.
1971
Click (or touch) here to
download

OFFA’S
STATS

Website
and email
addresses
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four tabs in each corner of
most pages, which link back
to the cover, the contents
pages, and the previous
and next pages.
For full technical guidance,
click (or touch) here.



This digital edition of Welsh
Border Life has been
designed and optimised for
viewing on any device or
operating system. That said,
for the very best viewing
experience, we recommend
certain applications in which
to view it, relevant to your
set-up. For more information,
on this, click (or touch) here.
To help you get around and
interact with this issue,
‘hyperlinks’ are embedded
in the pages. This includes all
website and email addresses
(on adverts as well as on
editorial), cross-references to
other
pages
in
the
magazine, prompts to “click
here” and, most notably, all
articles on the contents
pages. Also, look out for the

Previous
Next page
page
“Click here”
prompts
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Blistering
Bonfire Night
NOVEMBER to DECEMBER

...and then some. Blists
Hill Victorian Town and
Coalbrookdale have so
much to oﬀer from
now until Christmas

<<<

T

he Victorians pretty much
invented Christmas as we
know it, but bonfire night
and Hallowe’en were hugely
popular in the 19th Century
too. So celebrating all these
events at Shropshire’s Blists
Hill
Victorian
Town
in
Ironbridge is particularly apt. >
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There’ll be a range of
spooky themed activities
throughout half-term, where
younger visitors can search
for witches, cauldrons and
spooky
spells
at
the
Coalbrookdale Museum of
Iron. While a story-based tour
around the museum for 4-7
year olds will be held every
day from 24th-28th October.
There’s plenty to enjoy for
adults too. As well as learning
how the Victorians started
many of the traditions we’re
familiar with today, families
can test their nerve with a
showing of a Victorian horror
film or try their hand at
traditional parlour games.
And for the first time since
2019, Guy Fawkes Night
returns to Blists Hill with a
spectacular fireworks display
set to music, plus the chance
to enjoy the historic town by
night (tickets from £10 for
children and £15 for adults).
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From the 26th November,
Coalbrookdale will transform
into a winter wonderland as
Father Christmas returns to his
stunning woodland grotto
where visitors can sing along
to Christmas carols and a
traditional brass band.
New for 2022, Blists Hill will
be open for four very special
evenings
offering
the
chance to explore the
Victorian Town by lamplight.
Visitors can browse for
unusual gifts in the beautifully
decorated shops, enjoy
delicious festive food and
live seasonal entertainment
and soak up the traditional >
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atmosphere late into the
evening. Tickets for Christmas
Lates start at £10 for children
and £17.50 for adults.
“It’s an exciting programme
of events in store and we
can’t wait to welcome visitors
to our sites,” says Abbie King,
chief operating officer at The
Ironbridge Gorge Museum
Trust. “As well as good, oldfashioned family fun at our
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half term, fireworks and
Christmas events, we’ve also
introduced some new events
like our Christmas Lates,
which we hope will give
visitors the chance to explore
Blists Hill in a completely new
light as they get ready for the
festive season.”
• For further info and tickets
visit www.ironbridge.org.uk
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Shades of
winter

28TH-29TH NOVEMBER

A bit of early festive
cheer certainly won’t
go amiss this year.
So roll on the Royal
Welsh Winter Fair
<<<

With all the doom and gloom
in the news, many of us will
already be turning our
thoughts to the festive season,
and what better way to
escape the realities of >
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life than a day out in Mid
Wales at the Royal Welsh
Winter Fair?
Across Monday 28th and
Tuesday 29th November, the
showground in Llanelwedd,
Builth
Wells
will
be
transformed into a bustling
rural winter wonderland
with numerous exhibitors,
prize-winning
livestock,
food and drink and lots
of
Christmas
shopping
opportunities.
After a two-year hiatus due
to the pandemic, the event
returned in 2021 and was
better than ever.
New to this year’s event is
the bacon, burger and
sausage competition, which
will be judged by Men
Behaving Badly and Bob the
Builder star Neil Morrisey,
along with Steve Morgan of
Morgan Family Butchers and
multi-award-winning writer
and director, Phillip John

<<<
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from Cardiff. There will also
be new cattle breed classes,
including the Aberdeen
Angus and Shorthorn, and a
Steer and Heifer Section for
each breed.
But as well as livestock
competitions, the Winter
Fair hosts a huge variety of
different
classes
and
competitions,
including
horses, the hound show,
dressed poultry, butchery,
meat hampers, cookery,
produce and handicraft,
horticulture and floral art.
And foodies can enjoy top
chefs showing off their skills in
the demonstration kitchen
before heading for the food
hall for delicious sustenance.
• Tickets are priced £20
each per adult and £5 for
children. For more details
and to purchase tickets in
advance, visit http://rwas.
wales/whats-on/winter-fair
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Chester
on parade

24TH, 30TH NOVEMBER
8TH, 15TH DECEMBER

The historic county
town of Cheshire is
the place to be this
festive season with
four spectacular
street parades

<<<

Founded as a Roman fortress
in the first century AD,
Chester has evolved into the
perfect location for festive
family fun. What with its red
sandstone city walls, blackand-white Tudor buildings
and half-timbered shopping
galleries known as The >
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Rows, the city is a major draw
all year. But it comes into its
own when festooned with
Christmas lights and tasteful
decorations, and one of the
best times to visit is for one of
the popular winter parades,
held on various dates on the
run up to Christmas. And this
year is no exception.
The 12 days of Christmas
parade kicks off festivities on
Thursday 24 November, at
7pm, starting from Bridge
Street
before
weaving

<<<
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through the city via the
Chester Christmas Market;
the perfect place for a glass
of mulled wine and a mince
pie. A live brass band leads
the procession while playing
a variety of Christmas carols,
to sing along to.
The following week, lighting
up the night skies will be the
Lanterns
Parade,
on
Wednesday 30th November,
also at 7pm, starting at the
town hall and finishing in the
city centre an hour later. >
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The homemade lanterns will
be carried by Chester's
school children and guided
through the city streets by the
Queen of Light puppet.
Finally, on consecutive
Thursdays – the 8th and 15th
December, again at 7pm –
it’s the famous Winterwatch
parade. Dating back to
1400, this historic event was
first held when city leaders
would hand over the keys to
the City Watch (early police

<<<
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force) after walking the streets
to ensure it was secure. A
banquet and celebration of
Christmas followed and this
year the tradition will be kept
alive with dancing, sword
fights,
giant
santas,
snowmen, snow queens,
dragons and a spectacular
fire-breathing finale.
• For more details of all the
parades, visit: chester.com/
christmas/christmas-parades
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AUTUMN BREAK

Lights out for
darker skies
Love stargazing?
There’s no better
place in the UK for
looking up at the
heavens than the
Brecon Beacons

<<<

The
Brecon
Beacons
National
Park
boasts
International Dark Sky
Reserve Status, promising a
clear view of the skies
without light pollution. So
what better place to stay
for an autumn break than
the aptly named Starlight
Cottage? >
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Nestled within the Black
Mountains, this beautifully
renovated cottage enjoys
direct access to ancient
paths and drover trails, and
is perched high on the
slopes of Black Hill, offering
uninterrupted views of the
stars at night and beautiful,
rolling countryside by day.
Perfectly designed for two
(plus one lucky canine
companion), it’s the ideal
place for a romantic retreat,

<<<
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with wood-burning stove,
complete with a basket of
logs, and a king-size bed
with beautiful views from the
bedroom window, ideal for
an indulgent breakfast in
bed. There’s also a new
on-site spa and sauna
offering massage, beauty
treatments
and
Reiki
(treatments start at £60 for
two hours).
Originally the hay loft for the
farm, the living space now >
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houses
a
smart,
fully
equipped kitchen, while a
couple of steps lead to a
sitting room replete with
Apple TV, a Netflix pod and
DVD player. And there’s free
wifi throughout.
Set amongst quiet organic
farmland, Starlight Cottage is
a true escape, and you
won’t even need to set foot
in a supermarket, as the
local award-winning village
shop in Longtown offers
everything you need. There’s
also a local pub and nearby
restaurants
serving food
throughout the weekend.
If you want a true break
from daily chores and can’t
even be bothered to make
your own bed, there’s even a
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maid service available at an
extra cost.
Honeymooners receive a
complimentary bottle of
champagne on arrival, and
during winter newlyweds can
enjoy four nights midweek for
the price of a three-night
weekend break.
The cottage is connected to
another house – Black Barn
Hill – so if you’ve a large
family or fancy a weekend
party with friends, it’s possible
to book both properties.
• A three-night weekend
break in November in
Starlight Cottage costs £576.
For more information, visit
www.sugarloaf.com/
cottages/starlight-cottage
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Win a stay

T

Grab your chance to win a stay at the
traditional Wynnstay hotel in Machynlleth

he Wynnstay in
Machynlleth are giving
one Welsh Border Life
reader and a friend the
chance to stay for one night
at this charming traditional
inn, with bed and breakfast
in a standard double room
worth £105, plus a £30 per
person dinner allowance.
The hotel is centrally
situated in the market town
of Machynlleth, with plenty

<<<

of shops and eateries close
by. The town itself sits within
the UNESCO Dyfi Biosphere,
and birders are in for a
treat, as you’re just minutes
away from RSPB Ynys-hir and
the Dyfi Osprey Project. And
should a day at the beach
be part of your plans,
nearby Aberdyfi offers four
miles of golden sand.
Back at the hotel, each
of the en-suite rooms is >
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individually designed.
Dishes in the dining area
are prepared using the
freshest local produce and
there’s an extensive wine list
to peruse. After a serene
night’s slumber, a hearty
Welsh breakfast will await
to fuel you up for the day
ahead and whatever
excitement you choose to
fill it with.
For your chance to win,
simply answer this question:
Which project is located
close to The Wynnstay?

A) Dyfi Osprey Project
B) Machynlleth Falcon
Project
C) Aberdyfi Hummingbird
Project

To enter, email
your answer,
together with name,
address and telephone
number, to wynnstay@
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borderpublishing.com with
the word MACHYNLLETH in
the subject line. Closing
date for entries is 31st
October 2022. For more
about the Wynnstay in
Machynlleth visit:
www.wynnstay.wales
Terms and conditions: By entering this competition you

consent to your email address being added to the

www.walesandborders.com newsletter database, but it
will NOT be passed to any third party. One winner will
receive an overnight stay for two with dinner and

breakfast at the Wynnstay in Machynlleth. Competition
closing date 31st October 2022. Prize available until
end of March 2023, excluding nights of 23rd, 24th,

25th, 26th and 31st December. Dates subject to availability. No cash alternative. Usual competition rules
apply. The editor’s decision is final.
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Elizabethan

BEAUTY
Rich history, stunning architecture
and beautiful views... this unique
North Wales manor house ticks
many a property hunter’s box
<<<
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ON THE MARKET | BODIDRIS HALL

urchasing Bodidris Hall
could be like owning
your very own National
Trust property, but without so
many visitors. Nestling in
sweeping gardens and
grounds of seven acres, this
beautifully renovated, Grade
II Listed Elizabethan manor
house
swells
with
an
abundance
of
period
features, both inside and out.
And it has quite a history.

<<<
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Built by the Lloyds of
Bodidris, an important gentry
family
who
rose
to
prominence
under
the
Tudors, the house was used
as accommodation for the
Earl of Leicester in the mid
1500s as a hunting lodge.
His heraldic badge, the
bear and the ragged
staff, appears to this day
on the south gable end of
the house. >
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During the 19th Century,
ownership of Bodidris passed
to the Williams family, of
Bodelwyddan Castle.
Reminders of this historic
ancestory remain in the very
fabric of the building, be it its
part-timbered sections, stone
mullioned windows, oak
doors, stone floors, wide
open fireplaces and heavy
oak beams. In total there
are six bedrooms, four

contents

bathrooms and a jawdropping Clive Christenson
kitchen with LaCanche
range, marble worktops,
a substantial island, large
dining area and former
inglenook. There’s an equally
majestic drawing room, with
panelled walls and views
over the valley. And outside,
the landscaped grounds
consist of a walled garden,
small lake with island and >

Ltd

Antiques, Interiors &
Collectables Auction
fortnightly on Tuesdays
at 10.30am.
th 0DUPCFS. UI 0DUPCFS UI /PWFNCFS
OE /PWFNCFS UI %FDFNCFS
29 H olt Street, W rexham LL13 8DH • Tel: 01978 353553
Email: auctions@ w ingetts.co.uk • w w w.w ingetts.co.uk
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Great estate: As well as a glorious kitchen and hotel-like bedrooms,
Bodidris Hall boasts a cinema room and superb outbuilding
extensive lawns. The gravel
driveway, through substantial
wooden entrance gates,
leads to a turning area in
front of the house, and to the
side is an attractive timber
outbuilding with garaging,
workshop and storage.
And yet, while it feels rural
and remote, Bodidris Hall,
situated equidistant between
Wrexham and Ruthin, is only

<<<

a half-hour drive from the
bustling city of Chester.

AT A GLANCE
Bodidris Hall,
Llandegla, Wrexham
Bedrooms: 6
Bathrooms: 4
Land: 7 acres of landscaped
gardens and grounds
Price: £2m
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September’s sad loss of Captain Vyvyan
Howard – one of the last living links with the
legendary Great Escape – had us recalling
our very own great escapee, Ludlow’s
Jimmy James. To honour the season of
remembrance, we’ve trawled the archives
to revisit our interview with the then
89-year-old Jimmy, back in 2004
Words: Catherine Waterfall
Images: Howard Gudgeon
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D

riving into the pretty
Shropshire town of
Ludlow, armed with
a hastily drawn map, a
road name and – oops –
no house number, panic
sets in. We’re here to meet
a Second World War hero
who navigated himself halfway round Nazi
Germany with the enemy hot on his heels.
Us turning up late isn’t going to look good.
We needn’t have worried. You can take the
man out of the Air Force, but you can never
take the Air Force out of the man. And there’s
only one cottage here painted air force
blue. As a former Wellington Bomber pilot,
Jimmy James was and still is passionate
about flying, despite being grounded in a
POW camp for most of the war. It’s something
that becomes immediately apparent the
moment you meet him.
Step inside his home and there’s a wealth
of RAF memorabilia on display. Even the >
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“We were
on a
mission
over
enemy
territory
when the
port engine
caught
fire”
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silver buttons on his smart suit are embossed
with the RAF wings, complementing his
military tie replete with aircraft motif.
But there’s no standing to attention here.
Jimmy, and wife Madge, are perfect hosts.
Little matter it’s a Saturday, or that in this
anniversary year, the world’s media are in
demanding mood. We’re made to feel as
welcome as Jimmy wasn’t in the skies over
occupied Holland 60 years ago, as this
great man settles down to mesmerise us
with his story of bravery and stoicism that
begins on 5th June 1940, at the helm of a
Wellington bomber.
“We were on a mission over enemy territory
when the port engine caught fire,” he recalls.
“I was co-pilot, and along with some of the
crew I managed to bail out and parachute
to the ground.”
The crew landed miles apart – the pilot
aside, who tragically went down with the
aircraft – and Jimmy found himself all alone
20 miles south of Rotterdam.
“Flying a Wellington wasn’t a recipe for a
long life,” he smiles. Sadly, Jimmy’s cunning
plan to hike west, acquire a boat and row
to the Kentish coast didn’t last long. He was
picked up by fearful Dutch police who >
Welsh Border Life | Autumn 2022
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“My name is James, my
rank is pilot officer and my
number is 42232. That is
all the information I am
authorised to give you”

handed him over to the Germans. He was
interrogated by the Gestapo in Holland, who
were keen to discover the whereabouts of
the other Wellington crew members. But all
questions were met with the same response:
“My name is James, my rank is pilot officer
and my number is 42232. This is all the
information I am authorised to give you.”
The interrogators, who treated Jimmy “quite
well, apart from a lot of shouting”, >
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“We were
all young
men cut
off in out
prime”
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eventually gave up, and he was taken to
Germany, where he set eyes on a prisoner of
war camp for the first time.
“It was a very depressing sight,” says Jimmy
of Stalag Luft I, near the Baltic coast. “You’re
barricaded in this tiny, dusty compound and
there’s a finality to it, particularly as the war
was going against us.
“War has been defined as ‘long periods of
boredom interspersed with short periods of
tension and terror’,” he adds.
“Prisoner-of-war life was a minor extension
of war. We were all young men cut off in our
prime from normal life and forced to live a
spartan, closely-knit communal existence,
hemmed in by barbed wire, guard boxes,
machine guns, patrolling sentries and dogs.”
Jimmy was moved from camp to camp,
enduring stints in several different locations
until finally arriving at Stalag Luft III. Nobody
knew it at the time, but this camp above all
others was about to become famous.
COLD COMFORT
Stalag Luft III was near a small town called
Sagan, halfway between Berlin and Breslau,
about as far from neutral territory as you
could get. Built on Goring’s orders, it >
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“We were
always
hungry...
Many
more men
would
have died
if it hadn’t
been for
the Red
Cross
parcels”
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placed special emphasis on security, to
accommodate the increasing number of
airmen shot down in the bomber offensive.
The men were housed in timber huts so cold
and draughty in winter, newspaper was used
to fill the many gaps in the wood.
“The guards seemed to have respect for us
because we were British officers,” Jimmy
reveals. “The Americans and Canadians
were also treated quite well, but the Eastern
Europeans, the Russians particularly, had a
terrible time. They were treated like animals.”
Daily life wasn’t just monotonous, each day
was a physical struggle. The RAF prisoners
were on starvation rations and were scantily
clad in the clothes they were captured in.
As the weeks spread into months, these soon
became threadbare and inadequate.
“We were always hungry,” says Jimmy.
“For breakfast we had a cup of acorn
coffee, lunch was greasy sauerkraut soup
and in the evening all we were given was
some black bread and a small pat of
margarine. We all lost a lot of weight. Many
more men would have died of starvation if it
hadn’t been for the Red Cross parcels sent
occasionally via neutral Switzerland. The
parcels had a variety of tinned goodies, >
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such as cheese, corned-beef, stew,
biscuits, prunes, even cocoa. But best of
all delectable tea. We were careful to eat
slowly; a man in another camp died after
bolting the entire contents of his first Red
Cross parcel too quickly.”
After the early morning call of ‘Appell’ –
where prisoners stood to attention so as to be
counted – there were daily chores to attend
to. And then it was a case of filling time.
“If you were room stooge, you
washed up dishes, swept the
room, queued for water, or
queued for soup at the kitchen.
Then you could walk round the
compound, read or play cards
until evening Appell, then supper.
Doors locked at 22.00 hours,
followed by lights out at 23.59
precisely. Freedom became a
dim memory and it was hard to
conceive of life other than as a
prisoner of war. >
Life saver
Jimmy shows off one of the
prized Red Cross parcels sent
to POWs via Switzerland
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“The will to survive is strong though and
we kept sane by keeping active in various
pursuits, such as getting involved in the
theatre, music or academic endeavour.
I learnt to speak fluent German.
“In the early days most of us were regular
officers and flying had been the reason for
our existence. To be forcibly grounded in
such circumstances, with all prospects of
promotion and career shattered – and worst
of all being no further use to the war effort –
was a heavy burden to bear. So thoughts
turned immediately to escaping.”
WAR EFFORT
The desire to escape wasn’t just driven by
thoughts of home. The prisoners saw it as
doing their bit for the war effort. Escape
meant thousands of German soldiers and
potentially millions of civilians being called
on for the search. This diverted the German
army’s attention from the task in hand –
fighting the allies. But not all prisoners shared
the vision of escape. In fact a third of those
at Stalag Luft III chose not to be involved with
escape plans. Jimmy wasn’t one of them,
however, and was always first to volunteer
for any plan, no matter how dangerous. >
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“Escaping had been very disorganised,”
says Jimmy. “Everyone had been burrowing
away like bunnies. Forty-five tunnels had
been dug but only two had been successful
since the start of the war. So we decided
all the resources in the camp should be
diverted to one escape plan.”
Roger Bushell, aka Big X (played by a
young Richard Attenborough in the film,
The Great Escape) was tasked with heading
the escape committee, and three tunnels –
famously Tom, Dick and Harry – were built
on a massive scale.
“The traps concealing the entrances
were the most sophisticated yet and were
constructed by Polish officers who were
expert engineers,” recalls Jimmy. “Tom’s trap
was in the concrete floor of a small passage
beside the kitchen. Dick’s was in the sump in
the centre of the washroom and Harry’s was
in the living room under an iron stove.”
To avoid seismographs, the tunnels were to
be 30ft deep and over 300ft long, complete
with air pumps, electric lighting and railways.
The ground was soft sand and dangerous for
digging, so the roofs of the tunnels had to be
shored up with timber, mainly taken from the
prisoners’ own beds. Meanwhile, airlines to >
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the tunnels were made from powdered
milk tins taken from the Red Cross parcels,
code-named Klim tins (milk spelt backwards).
One of the biggest problems was disposing
of the many tons of earth dug from the
tunnels. But an ingenious yet simple idea
was hit upon. The prisoners given the job of
disposing of the earth had bags sewn inside
their trousers, with the ends secured by pins
operated by strings leading up to each
pocket. The so-called penguins (if they
filled the bags too much it would make them
shuffle) would amble round the compound
with their hands in their pockets trickling
sand out when the guards weren’t looking.
In all, almost 600 men were involved in the
escape, from artists forging papers and the
engineers in the
tunnels to those in
security who’d
watch out for the
guards while the
diggers were
underground. By
the summer of
1943 some 166
tonnes of sand had
been removed. >
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UNEARTHED
In August that year, all efforts were
concentrated on Harry; work on Tom and
Dick ceased mainly due to a rumour that
a new compound was to be built where
the two tunnels were to emerge. It was a
wise decision as Tom was soon discovered
by the guards.
“Tom went out in a blaze of glory,” laughs
Jimmy. “The tunnel was about 300ft in length
and the Commandant proudly showed it
off to journalists and photographers from
Berlin, boasting what a wonderful tunnel
his prisoners had made. A sapper from an
engineer unit was brought in to blow it up.
He placed an excessive charge and half
the roof of the hut was blown off.”
Jimmy was heavily involved in the digging
of Harry where work continued at a frenetic
pace. A record 14ft was dug in one day,
until finally the exit shaft was pushed up
25ft to within a few feet of the surface,
supposedly in the woods.
“We decided we’d break Harry on the 24th
March,” he recounts. “We planned to get
200 men out and the code name was
Escape 200. We were well prepared and
had forged passes, maps, train times, >
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clothing and food, all supplied by the backup intelligence organisations in the camp.
“I was to be number 39 out, disguised as
a Yugoslav worker from the local wood
mill. At nine o’ clock on the evening of the
24th, block 109 filled up with odd looking
characters in an assortment of clothing, from
smart business suits and trilby hats to workers’
trousers, old coats and berets, all carrying
suitcases, bundles or packs. Excitement
was at fever pitch, what with 200 escapers
cramming into a hut designed to hold 100,
all trying to talk and behave as usual.
“Finally news filtered through that they’d
broken out, but the exit hole was 10ft short
of the wood and only 45ft from the brightly
lit perimeter fence, with the watch tower
looming very close.”
It was a crushing blow for all involved, but as
a solution, a controller was organised to be
placed on the edge of the wood who would
tug on a rope to indicate the coast was
clear. It would make progress much slower,
but there was even more of a delay when
the air raid siren sounded and all the lights
went out, plunging the tunnel into darkness.
That was followed by a bad collapse,
blocking the tunnel until it was cleared. >
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“My turn came well past midnight,” Jimmy
continues. “I lay down flat on the trolley, my
pack in front of me, gave the rope a tug and
started to move towards the lights.”
At the other end of the tunnel, Jimmy edged
past a blanket, hung to both deaden the
noise and screen the light, then stood up at
the bottom of the exit shaft.
“I looked up and saw stars framed in the
rough outline of the exit hole 20ft above me.
At last it was a view of the sky outside the
wire. After all the toil it seemed worth every
moment, and that thought stayed with me as
I climbed up the ladder towards the stars.”
For many this was the start of an arduous
adventure. And for a few, glory beckoned.
Yet for others, they’d pay the ultimate price
for such an audacious bid for freedom. >
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THE FILM, AND THE BOOK

The story of Stalag Luft III was brought to life in
the 1963 film, The Great Escape, starring Steve
McQueen and Richard Attenborough. Jimmy James
was a special guest at the London premiere. “It was
very entertaining,” he recalls, “but not that true to
how it happened. Richard Attenborough did bear an
uncanny resemblance to Big X though.
One scene Jimmy confirms was accurate however
was the 4th July party, which saw Americans and
fellow prisoners from other nations come together to
drink spirits distilled from Red Cross prunes and >
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raisins to celebrate Independence Day. To the cynic,
it had been a Hollywood attempt to Americanise the
film. But not so, as Jimmy wrote in his book,
Moonless Night.
“From dawn on 4th July 1943, the camp began to
resound to the beating of drums and the blare of
bugles as a bunch of ‘Red Indians’, followed by an
army of American ‘Colonists’, emerged howling
from their blocks to re-enact the Boston Tea Party
with ‘Kreigie bre’. On this occasion the Americans
were joined by the British and together we marched
round the compound and through the barracks
singing and whooping as we celebrated American
Independence - to the astonishment of the Germans
who couldn’t understand why the British should
want to celebrate the loss of colonies.”
As for Steve McQueen’s preposterous attempt at
To find out leaping to freedom on his motorbike? “It was an
just what entertaining scene,” smiles Jimmy, “but I’m afraid
happened to it didn’t happen.”
Jimmy after
his successful
• Jimmy James’ book Moonless
breakout from
Night was published by Pen &
Stalag Luft III,
Sword back in 2004 and is
click or tap
available to purchase as a
here...
paperback or ebook from
www.pen-and-sword.co.uk

AFTER
THE
GREAT
ESCAPE
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Jamtoday
The cost-of-living crisis is making us ever
more resourceful. And when it comes to
food, jam making is something anyone
can turn their hand to. But how did this
traditional pastime become so popular
and, asks CHARLOTTE VAN PRAAGH,
where does the novice start?
<<<
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eason of mists and mellow
fruitfulness…” Ahh! When British
poet John Keats first penned those
now iconic words they’d no doubt have
resonated with jam makers – as they do
today. For autumn, the season of which he
wrote, is a time when so much of nature’s
bounty becomes ripe for the picking – and
preserving. Whether it’s rosy apples, plump
plums and damsons, or hedgerow treasures
such as blackberries and sloes, October
offers a veritable potpourri of fruits to choose
from. And at a time when our desire to hark
back to simpler times is at an all-time high – >
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as a consequence of the cost-of-living crisis
as much as an antidote to our fast-paced
live – the traditional pastime of jam making
is enjoying a sweet resurgence. It’s a way of
using up gluts of produce or windfalls that
would otherwise be wasted. It’s also a simple
but satisfying process and one that results in
something sweet and tasty that marries up
frugality with indulgence. Plus, it’s nice
knowing exactly what’s in every pot.
“You’re capturing the spirit of autumn or
summer in a jar; then in the depths of winter
you unscrew the lid off the jam and it takes
you right back,” says Joanna Morgan.
As owner of Powys-based Radnor Preserves,
Joanna has more than a passing interest in
jams and preserves (umbrella terms for jellies,
conserves, chutneys and marmalades). The
consummate conserve creator hand-crafts
thousands of luxury jars of the stuff from
natural ingredients found on the Welsh
Marches. Her flavours include Rhubarb and
Caramelized Fig, Raspberry and Crushed
Cardamom, and Pumpkin and Ginger
Marmalade. Having founded the company
in 2010, Joanna now supplies the likes of
Selfridges, Fortnum & Mason and Marks &
Spencer, and exports to as far as Japan. >
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For Joanna the appeal of jam making is
manifold. “Making blackberry jam made me
fall in love with preserve making. I love going
foraging for blackberries and used to go
picking with my mother when I was little –
there are those memories, that nostalgia,”
she smiles. “I also like the fact you’re not
wasting anything, which is very satisfying. It
breaks my heart at certain times of year
when you see fruit fallen to the ground and
spoiling.”
In fact, it’s this very need to ‘preserve’ fruit
for year-round consumption for which jam
has its roots – something especially vital in
the days before refrigeration and freezing.
The earliest reference to a
sweet spread made from
fruit and sugar and boiled
to a thick consistency was
in first century Rome in a
cookbook of the time. It was
also part of the diet in the
Middle East, where sugar
cane grew in abundance.
Crusaders returning to
Britain from this part of the
world brought the jams and
their recipes home with >
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them, while sailors began stockpiling the
stuff aboard their ships, as it became clear
vitamin C prevented scurvy.
Soon jam’s popularity as a culinary
indulgence, rather than mere preservation,
took off. Famous fans include prophet
Nostradamus, whose potent ‘love jam’
recipe supposedly had the power to inspire
a woman to perform the love act. French
heroine Joan of Arc apparently ate quince
jam for courage before battle, while King
Louis XIV insisted every meal end with jam.
While we may think of preserves as being
quintessentially British – after all, what
afternoon tea wouldn’t be complete without
some sweet, sticky strawberry jam?! – they
didn’t become popular on our shores until
the 17th century. Even then, with sugar prices
so exorbitant, only the richest could afford it,
and so the first European preserves were
made with honey. When sugar prices fell
in the late 17th century, Britons adapted jam
to incorporate native fruits such as pears,
damsons and plums, along with Seville
oranges for marmalade, then a Scottish
breakfast staple.
It took an historic event to lodge jam
securely in the nation’s psyche, however. >
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During the Second World War, widespread
anxiety about food shortages saw the
Women’s Institute (WI) come to the fore. The
government gave them a grant of £1,400 to
buy sugar for jam, which the organisation
used to make a whopping 1,631 tons in
more than 5,000 ‘preservation centres’ in
garden sheds, village halls and farm kitchens
– thus also forming the WI’s proverbial
reputation as being ‘all about jam and
Jerusalem’. It could also therefore be said
jam helped us win the war!
For Joanna Morgan, her first foray into the
world of jam making also came about out
of necessity. “I used to live in a cottage with
no electricity. I was growing all my own fruit
and vegetables in the garden and didn’t
have a fridge to keep them in, let alone a
freezer to store what I couldn’t use straight
away. That meant a lot of what I harvested,
and therefore all my hard work too, was
going to go to waste,” she explains. “My
grandfather had given me an old recipe
book and I started teaching myself to
make chutneys, jams and marmalades on
my oil-fired Rayburn by candlelight – a lot
of the book’s recipes have blobs of wax
on them. >
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“I’d stir late into the night, making all sorts
of concoctions. I entered a couple of my
jams in agricultural shows and won first prize,
and also built up a larder of jars of lots of
different delicious things. I’d give them away
in hampers to friends for Christmas and
they’d share them with their friends who’d
ask where they could buy them.
“By this time I’d moved to Wales and more
and more people were asking me when I
was going to start selling my jams. I trialled
out some farmers’ markets and the reception
was fantastic, so I launched Radnor Preserves.”
From humble beginnings, Joanna’s gone
on to become a renowned artisan preserve
maker, garnering numerous awards, not least
the crown at the 2015 World Marmalade
Awards for her Smoky Campfire Marmalade
– showing that while jam making can be
simple, there’s also something of an art to it.
But the thing she still relishes about jam is that
it’s “the ultimate simple pleasure”. She says
it’s actually a very easy and satisfying thing
to do, provided you follow some golden rules.
“Make sure everything you’re using is
scrupulously clean; sterilise your jars, either in
the dishwasher, or boil in a pan of water and
then dry in the oven or Aga at a very low >
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heat (so the jars don’t crack),” she advises.
“If you’re starting out, use fruit with a higher
pectin content – like blackcurrants – as these
set easier. You can get jam sugar with
added pectin, which can help. And you
have to get it up to temperature for it to set
(104-105ºC), but you don’t want to over-boil
it either as it’ll ruin the taste and the colour.”
Living up to the WI’s ‘jam and Jerusalem’
reputation, Beth McThee, a member of the
Powys-Montgomery Federation, spends
much of her time perfecting her fruit
preserves, which have won awards at shows
such as the Royal Welsh. Beth is “officially
retired”, but sells jams, cakes and crafts
locally. “The appeal of jam probably goes
right back to our roots as hunter gatherers,
where you’d hunt and then stock up for the
winter so you know you’re not going to
starve,” she laughs. But Beth also agrees with
Joanna that it’s actually a very accessible
type of cooking.
“Making jam is time consuming and you
need to watch it, but anyone can make it,”
she says. “First, just wash and prepare your
fruit if it needs it – blackcurrants need
topping and tailing for instance and
damsons and plums need stoning. Drop >
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the fruit into a jam pan or a large saucepan,
add a certain amount of water (different fruit
takes different amounts), then boil the fruit
until it’s nicely softened. Add the sugar and
then boil it, without over-boiling. Keep testing
with a jam thermometer or drop a spoonful
onto a cold plate, leave it for five minutes
and if it creases when you push it, it’s ready.
I’ve got a jam thermometer but I use the
creasing method... the way I was taught.”
From that basic recipe, she finds the joy
in jam making comes from being creative
with different combinations as you grow in
confidence and add spices or spirits and
liqueurs in too. Beth first got into preserves
when someone gave her a load of fruit and
still finds much of what she uses is given to
her by friends and acquaintances in the
local community to whom she, in turn, gives
some of what she’s made from it;
this sharing ethos being another
part of jam making’s charm.
“Yesterday I was offered some
Bramley apples from a friend
with an orchard in Llansantffraid,
which I’ll use to make apple
chutney and spiced apple jelly;
there used to be a gentleman >
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in Mochdre who’d ring me up and ask me to
go over and pick his plums; and another
friend who lets me pick her damsons.”
An alternative well-suited to those with
green fingers and the space, is to grow
produce in your garden with preserve
making in mind. Holly Farrell, a cookery and
gardening author who lives near Ludlow on
the Shropshire/Herefordshire border with her
husband, daughter and Welsh terrier, has a
book on the subject. The Jam Maker’s
Garden is an inspirational and useful guide
to growing fruit, vegetables and herbs so you
can make seasonal preserves
year round. Holly thinks autumn’s
the best time of year for the jam
maker. “My favourite season is a
time for hunkering down, getting
cosy in front of the fire and
cooking with all the harvest’s
delights. I don’t like to make
too much of any one type of
preserve – just enough to last
till next year’s harvest and some
to give away,” she tells us.
“Seasonal favourites definitely
include pear caramel – amazing
with pancakes – pumpkin >
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chutney, windfall marmalade and damson
jelly.” And she feels the satisfaction is amplified when you use produce grown by your
fair hands. “Jam is one of life’s little treats,
and when you’ve grown the fruit and made it
yourself I think it’s all the more yummy! While
spreading some strawberry jam on your toast
on a grey winter’s day is a great reminder it
won’t be long until summer, the seasonality
of preserving all the different fruits and
vegetables is a good way to get in sync
with nature; there’s a lovely rhythm to the
growing/preserving cycle. It boils down to
this: the produce is delicious but jam makes
it scrumptious!” >
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While the origins of preserve making may
lie in necessity, it’s perhaps testament to its
enduring appeal that in the days when we
can get hold of fruit even in the depths of
winter and freeze any gluts of produce from
our garden for enjoyment year round, jam’s
popularity shows no sign of waning. And
what better autumn activity than preserving
some sweet remnants of the past season so
that even on the darkest days of winter we
know spring is never that far away?

DON’T GET IN A JAM
Advice &
recipes from
the WIs

The Jam
Maker’s
Garden

<<<

Jam, jelly, preserve, conserve or
marmalade – what’s the difference?
Jams & Preserves – used interchangeably to
signify fruit suspended in a gel
Jellies – strained fruit gels with pulp, seeds and
sediment removed
Conserve – a jam made from multiple fruits
Marmalade – a citrus preserve usually containing
pieces of peel
Chutney – a spicier jam without the pectin, with
vinegar, dried fruit and spices for savoury notes
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Mellow yellow
After an exceptionally
hot summer we’re
now into one of the
loveliest seasons of
the gardening year…
words | June Cynthia

<<<

omething
beautiful
happens in autumn. The
bright light of summer
makes way for a more
mellow haze, giving rise to
superb shadows in the
gardens, and of course,
beautiful misty mornings. >
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Even allowing for the odd
gale, serenity reigns supreme
and it feels as though time
stands still for a while. It’s
quite ethereal and feels
almost magical.
Soon though, there’ll be an
urgency about, as the birds,
butterflies and bees go
hastily about building their
food reserves with seeds,
berries and nectar to help
them through the winter. It’s
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at this time that I feel a slight
tinge of sadness, as the
daylight hours shorten and
our wildlife start to hibernate.
We also are thinking of
hunkering down against the
chill winds of winter; the waft
of wood fires is already
pervading the air as our
curtains close to keep out
the cold of night. And this
makes me worry for all the
little creatures out there. >
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I know I’m at risk of
anthropomorphising
somewhat, but I do
tend to find myself
praying that with our
help they’ll survive the
rigours of winter to
grace us with their
beauty next spring.
We can support our
wildlife at this time of
year by leaving twigs and
leaves in a pile in our
gardens. Don't be too tidy
as this type of habitat is
essential for their survival. A
carefully placed hedgehog
house and some bug hotels
will be very welcome. And
check your bird boxes too as
they’ll offer birds shelter in
which to roost overnight.
Be sure to order a supply of
bird food – nuts, seed, fat
balls etc. You’ll want to feed
the wonderful array of birds
we have in our country for
many reasons. Not least,
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they make for such lovely
time wasting as we sit at the
window revelling in their
glorious company.
Whilst gardening in autumn,
the natural inclination is
always to clear up. But be
sure to leave patches of
stinging nettles uncut this
autumn. Nettles are vital to
our butterflies as this is where
they lay their eggs, and
heaven only knows how
important it is to help stop
the rapid decline of these
gorgeous creatures.
Happy autumn. >
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AUTUMN THINGS TO DO
• Rake up leaves and scarify
your lawns. Treat with an
autumn feed. When you've
made your last cut, book
your mower in for its
annual service in readiness
for the start of spring.

<<<

• Clean out your
greenhouses and potting
sheds. Empty ﬂower pots
and seed trays of old soil
and give them a good wash
ready for use next year.
Thoroughly clean and >
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oil all your garden utensils.
These jobs all help to
eradicate pests and
disease which will
otherwise lie dormant in
our greenhouses and on
our tools until spring when
they’re ready to cause
havoc with plants and
seedlings.
• Check all plant and tree
ties to make sure they’re
secure enough but not
too tight to help support
your plants against the
inevitable winter storms.
• Place a good mulch over
plants that need extra
protection from the frosts.
Place ﬂeece around any
plants/trees which need
extra protection against
wind burn too.
• Collect and burn any
diseased leaves from your
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garden beds. Do not put
them on your compost
heap. Pay particular
attention to under your
rose bushes to prevent the
spread of black spot etc.
It's a good time also to
order and plant bareroot rose bushes. Take
advantage of this period as
they’re much cheaper than
potted versions, many by as
much as £10.
• Get your vegetable
plants into the garden
now, before the frosts
arrive: so, garlic, onion sets,
carrots, parsnips, collard
greens (one of the most
cold-hardy vegetables in
the brassica family), kale,
Brussels sprouts and swiss
chard. Potatoes can also
be grown – in a container
and under glass – in time
for wowing your guests at
the Christmas dinner table.
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Putting the
fun into fungi
The climate of the Borders is perfectly
suited to mushrooms. See how many you
can spot on our trio of autumnal escapades
words | Alf Alderson
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Living on the edge Porcini are a good beginner’s species says Dan
Butler. Look on the edges of paths and in damp conifer woods

ay what you like about
the climate here on the
Welsh Borders, there’s
no doubt that mushrooms
and fungi love it! As Dan Butler of Rhayader-based Fungi
Forays points out: “The Welsh
Borders have the ideal
climate for many of the
world’s most delicious fungi.”
And October is the perfect
month to go in search of them.

<<<

However, you do need to
know where to look and what
to look for, so if in any doubt at
all about your ability to spot
edible mushrooms, don't risk it.
Instead, why not join an
organised fungi foray like
those run by Dan? One of his
favourite foraging areas is the
Elan Valley.
“I once found 31 edible
species in one morning >
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here,” says Dan. “Normally I’d
expect to come back from a
walk in the woods with fragrant
yellow fluted chanterelles,
wood hedgehogs, porcini,
amethyst deceivers, parasols,
shaggy ink caps, orangebirch
boletes and beefsteaks,”
he adds. “We also usually
find a few death caps and
deadly webcaps to show
people what they really need
to avoid.”
Dan admits that the right
mushrooms are a challenge to
find at first. “The best way to
start is brush up on a common,
easily identified mushroom.
Porcini are a good beginner’s
species in autumn – look
along the edges of paths in
damp conifer woods near the
much more visible red and
white-spotted inedible fly
agaric. Cauliflower fungus
grows at the base of Scot’s
pines. It’s difficult to misidentify
and tastes sublime.”
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Collecting mushrooms is
pleasingly environmentally
neutral as they’ll simply ‘fruit’
again next year. Ideally you
need to be foraging around
mature trees, says Dan;
broadleaf or pine or, best of
all, both. And if you’re walking
through open country, you
want ‘unimproved’ land, such
as hay and flower meadows.
“Another useful tip is to put
any finds in a basket, not a
plastic bag, as this helps
disperse spores and keeps the
mushrooms fresh.”
All three of this month’s walks
take you through good fungi
foraging territory, so get out
there and get spotting. >
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Download your walks here, to print out or take
with you on your smartphone or tablet
Walk 1 A variety of habitats
on in Chepstow Park Wood.
5 miles, easy
Walk 2 Some of the ﬁnest
fungi territory in Wales.
6.5 miles, easy/moderate
Walk 3 Varied Flintshire
terrain with expansive views.
4.5 miles, easy

Green Hollow Veterinary Surgery is
a country practice catering for pets,
exotic pets, farm animals and
horses. We pride ourselves on our
friendly, personal service.
Nr. Shrewsbury, Shropshire

01939 261 216
www.greenhollowveterinarysurgery.co.uk
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Black

Sheep

One man and his pen

Why is everything
we do wrong?
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o you ever get the
feeling you just can’t
win? That whatever
you do is wrong. Even when
you’re doing precisely what
you’ve been told to do….
I remember first thinking this
back in 2001 when, via his
brand new vehicle excise
duty rates, Gordon Brown
steered us all towards diesel
cars. It was a move designed
to make it cheaper to run
cars with lower carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions.
Emissions that screw the
environment, that is. Diesel
engines, we were told,
produce less CO2 than their
petrol equivalents. So we
converted from petrol. In our
millions. The ‘dash for diesel’
had begun.
To demonstrate how, shall
we say, ‘successful’ this policy
was, at the turn of the
century, only one in seven
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cars on the road was diesel.
Yet by 2017, diesel cars were
accounting for half the newcar market in the UK.
But here’s the thing. By then
it had started to emerge that
not only were diesel engines
producing similar levels of
CO2 to petrol, they were
also responsible for belching
out illegal levels of cancercausing particulate matter
such as nitrogen dioxide
(NO2). And across Europe,
London was by far the
biggest culprit, with more
than double the EU legal limit
of NO2 levels recorded in the
capital’s air. The dash for
diesel has since been
associated with thousands of
premature deaths per year.
And what was the upshot?
You – yes you – you’re driving
the wrong car. Again.
But it wasn’t just the car you
drove that was wrong. It >
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was how you drove it. And
continues to be. We’re either
driving too fast, or too slow.
We’re not prepared for
winter. Or summer. Our tyres
aren’t right. We’re using the
wrong lane, etc. Hence the
relentless march towards
driverless cars. Because we
just can’t be trusted to drive
them ourselves any more.
Elsewhere, as the energy
crisis bites, we’re now being
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told how to heat our homes,
how we should be using
our electricity, the same
electricity we’re paying lots
more for. Turn the lights off.
Don’t leave the telly on
standby. Turn the thermostat
down. Wear another jumper.
Don’t stay in the shower
longer than four minutes (but
whatever happened to wash
your hands for at least 20
seconds?). It seems only >
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last week we were being
told log burners can kill you,
what with all those nasty
particulates Gordon Brown
seemed to miss. Well, heating
your lounge with firewood
instead of gas or oil is now
the prudent thing to do. Not
to mention a good old ‘screw
you Vladimir’ riposte.
But it’s not just energy. It’s
what you eat. One minute
we should all be avoiding
fat, the next it’s carbs. Then
it’s everything. Avoid just
about everything for periods
at a time, whether it be on
the Warrior diet, the Eat Stop
Eat diet, the 5:2 diet, the 16:8
diet. Oy vey! It’ll be the nilby-mouth diet soon.
But the point is, whatever
you’re eating, whenever
you’re eating it, you’ve got it
wrong. Same with exercise.
Run. Run lots. Or run just a bit.
Then again, don’t run, walk.
Go crazy in the gym for 20
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minutes a week. Or go every
day. Swim. In fact go coldwater swimming. Cold-water
swimming? You fool! You’ll
drown. Oh, and kids, stay off
your computer games.
They’ll stunt your growth.
Unless of course you want to
improve your mental health.
Then they’re great.
And what about sleeping?
Jeez, you could write a
volume of books on the
conflicting advice given to
help you get a decent
night’s sleep. Leave your
phone downstairs. Or take it
upstairs with you and listen to
some music. Read a few
chapters before lights out. Or
don’t read a thing for three
hours before you go to bed.
In fact don’t do anything for
three hours before you go to
bed. Turn the telly off. Step
away from the kettle. Go and
sit in a dark room and stare
at a wall, or something. >
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But whatever you do, don’t
do what you’re doing right
now. Because guess what?
You’re doing it wrong.
The thing is, though, we lap
up all this ‘advice’. There’s a
reason why newspapers run
front-page stories about red
wine being good for you one
minute and the devil’s tipple
the next. Or how coffee helps
protect against Alzheimer’s,
but stops you sleeping.
And how insomnia causes
Alzheimer’s. It’s because
we’ve become addicted to
being told what to do, and
how everything we’re doing
is wrong. It’s as if the entire
western civilisation is suffering
from a collective bout of
masochism.
You can see it clear as day
in the proliferation of selfhelp books, too. Take these
worthy tomes for example:
Saved by the Siesta (unlock
the science of napping);
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The Rules of Thinking (learn
how to make wiser decisions,
like which books to buy);
Know Your Worth (worry less
about what people think);
The 5am Club (own your
morning); or alternatively The
Miracle Morning (six habits
that’ll transform your life
before 8am, the first being to
buy The 5am Club instead?);
Think Like a Monk (unlock
your power, overcome those
negative thoughts and
perhaps shave the crown of
your head for some bizarre
reason); Make Your Bed (a
tidy bed is a tidy mind,
apparently); and finally, How
to Stop Overthinking (I didn’t
really take much notice of
that one).
But there’s one self-help
book that stands head and
shoulders above all these.
And it’s Mrs Sheep’s latest
read. It’s called, wait for it...
The Art of Breathing. >
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Yep, that’s right. Somebody
has gone and written an
entire book on how to
breath. Because, guess what?
We’re all doing it wrong.
This is worrying, surely. I
mean, if we can’t get the
primeval pre-requisite of life
right without having to hand
over a few quid to Amazon
first, then really, what hope is
there for the survival of the
human race?
It was this thought that finally
had me reaching for my
Things To Do list, to which I
added: “Write Everything You
Do Is Wrong self-help book.
In time for Christmas.”
In terms of who to aim it
at, I thought, “I know...
old people”. Coz
after all, they’ll
have
been
doing
things
wrong
the
longest, right?
But then it hit me.
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The very people who’ve
been doing things wrong the
longest? They’re still here.
They’re still breathing. Still
eating and still sleeping.
They
must
be
doing
something right.
Everything You Do Is Wrong?
Only if you listen to everyone
who tells you what’s right.

MORE SHEEP
You can read more from
Black Sheep in Blog Sheep
on walesandborders.com
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Thank-you for reading.
Welsh Border Life

back to the cover

